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Schedule of the NLP module

Day 1

• Introduction to NLP

• Computational Lexicography
• Text corpora and linguistic annotation

Day 2

• Tokenization, lemmatization and tagging

• Syntactic parsing

• Semantic Analysis

Day 3

• Text Mining

• Other applications



Aims of the NLP module

1.  Show why natural languages are difficult for computers

2.  Introduce how linguistic information should be treated in  

Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems

3.  Present some current linguistic technologies

4.  Examine different formalisms to process automatically 

natural language



1. Information and knowledge society 

2. Linguistic technologies: concept and some applications 

3.  Natural Language Processing (NLP): concept and 
overview of different phases

Outline of this lecture



1. Information society

We live in the information age

• everybody produces and consumes information: radio,

TV, email, internet, phone, printed paper, etc.

• it is necessary to develop technologies to handle the

huge quantity of information that surrounds us

To develop the technologies, specialists in NLP are 

required



Language and Information Society

In 1984, a politician of the European Union wrote:

“Language is a primary element of industrial production: a 

nuclear power plant represents 100,000 pages of technical 

documentation. A car, a telephone exchange, a computer are 

products whose production, repair, export require a significant 

effort of writing and technical translation that is very expensive”

Sociolinguistic aspect:

In 1985, the secretary of the Council of Europe declared: 
“Languages that are not industrialized will cease to be vehicular, to 

be languages of civilization".

Currently, those languages which are not digitalized and without presence 

in the web will not survive



Languages and Information society

Bill Gates: language, especially spoken language, is not only the 

future of Windows, but the future of the computation in general

Carol Bartz: The revolution remains the same: the content, on any 

screen. People use multiple screens: the TV, the tablet, the mobile 

phones ... Our life goes from one screen to another. We have to make 

sure that Yahoo! transfers the correct information to any of these 

screens at the right time. My job is the content and to make it get to 

any place. The business is the content.



From Information society to knowledge 
society

The passage from information to knowledge depends on 

linguistic systems in that the information is encoded.

Ideal search engine

Look for documents in any language that treat a given 

subject, select the most relevant ones, classify them 

according to such criteria and give me a summary of each 

one in my language

Linguistic technologies



2. Linguistic Technologies

other terms: linguistic engineering, language industry (outdated)

 LT : consist of the application of the linguistic knowledge to the

development of computer systems which are able to recognize, analyze,

interpret and generate texts

 the result are machines that behave as if they understood the human

languages

 main goals

– to interact in a natural way with machines

– to find, select, summarize and present the information in the way 

the user wishes



Linguistic Technologies

 different applications

– systems that allow the user to communicate with the computer

information retrieval, information extraction, question answering systems

– systems that allow the user to communicate  with other users in different 

languages:

machine translation, computer assisted language learning 

– systems of aid in linguistic tasks:

writing tools: spelling checkers, dictionaries, corpus, and everything merged in a single tool



Main applications

i. Spell and grammar checkers 

ii. Voice recognition and speech synthesis

iii. Machine Translation

iv. Text generation 

v. Automatic Summarization

vi. Question answering systems

vii. Information Retrieval

viii. Information Extraction

ix. Computer assisted language learning (CALL)

x. Opinion Mining



Quick look at  some applications

Spell and grammar checkers



Quick look at  some applications

Speech synthesis



Quick look at  some applications

Machine Translation (MT)



Quick look at  some applications

rule-based Machine Translation (MT)



Quick look at  some applications

rule-based Machine Translation (MT)
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Quick look at  some applications

statistical Machine Translation (MT)

• Google 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_GdSC1Z1Kzs

• Google translator

•https://translate.google.com/?hl=es

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_GdSC1Z1Kzs
https://translate.google.com/?hl=es


Quick look at  some applications

Text Generation:

(t = 07; v = 0)

(t = 08; v = 2)

(t = 10; v = 54)

(t = 11; v = 94)

(t = 09; v = 11)

(t = 12; v = 103)

action: monitor

(unit: hour)

(time: 12)

(value: 103

(unit: mug/m3))

(substance: ozone)

(agent: SMC)

(location: V.Laietana)

measure

SMC

ozone

substance

1 2 1

2 mug/m3

1 103

…
…
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Aplicaciones (10)
Extracción de Información

Information Retrieval



Information Retrieval

USER

book

http://holmenpaper
.com

… sales of 

paperbacks have 

risen from 2 to 8 

million copies per 

annum since the 

1990s.

Index

sale

paperback
rise
copy

book

http://www.seat.es/


Quick look at  some applications

Information extraction

Bagdad. (EP/AP).- At least six people were killed and 20 other 

injured in a suicide attack against an Iraqi Army recruiting center, 

according to the police brigadier Said Ahmed al-Jibori. He stated 

that the assailant, who carried the explosives under his clothes, 

detonated them while he was in the midst of job seekers in Tal 

Afar, 150 kilometers east of the Syrian border and 420 kilometers 

northwest of Baghdad.

 Search of keywords and partial parsing 

(event:  suicide attack

number of victims: 6 dead and 20 injured

place: Iraqi Army recruiting center in Tal Afar)



Quick look at  some applications

Computer assisted language learning (CALL)



Quick look at  some applications

Computer assisted language learning (CALL): dictionaries

https://www.ldoceonline.com/es-LA/dictionary/defy#defy__7


3. Natural language processing (NLP)

 natural languages: Spanish, Uzbek, Kajaz, English, …

 artificial languages: arithmetic

1)  23+45 = 68

2) *23 45 = 68 +

3)  *23+45 = 69

(1) is an expression syntactically correct and semantically true

(2) is syntactically wrong and has no truth value

(3) is syntactically correct, but semantically false 

 natural languages are “picky”:

 homework goes with the verb to do

 mistake goes with the verb to make

What is processed?  



How is the processing?

Processing: acting on an object, handling it, 

transforming it or even creating it

PROCESSING

INPUT OUTPUTPROCESSING

TEXT
R(TEXT)

TEXT‘

R(TEXT) PROCESSING TEXT



How is the processing?

 texts are considered as objects that can be manipulated

 A text is described by a set of correspondence rules between meanings
and forms

language
{MEANINGi}=== {FORMj}| 0<i, j< ∞

 NLP requires

 linguistic knowledge formalized as rules or derived from huge quantity
of data

 program that operate on linguistic knowledge



How is the processing?



How is the processing?



NLP, does it work?

Famous mistake in MT between English and Russian

The spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak (Mateo 26,41)

Russian Translation

Vodka deržitsja, no mjaso slabo

vodka is goodl but meat is spoiled



NLP, does it work?



Why does’nt it work? 



Why? 

BECAUSE 

IT IS DIFFICULT



3. Why is it so difficult? 

BECAUSE words have many 

meanings that depend on 

the context

The ball is in your court



The ball is in your court



BECAUSE words are 

combined in different ways 

and the meaning changes

Flying planes can be dangerous

I say an elephant with a telescope



Flying planes can 

be dangerous



I saw an elephant 

with a telescope



BECAUSE words are translated 

differently depending on the 

context

hacer una 

llamada

make a phone 

call



hacer una 

foto
take a 

picture



Pervasive ambiguity

 Spelling:
Políticos Sudán. In Spanish “sudan”  is the third person in present of the verb “sudar” (‘sweat’)

Los políticos no sudan – http://www.escolar.net/MT/archives/2005/08/los_politicos_n.html

 Tokenization:

[type_out]  vs. [type] [out]

 Part of speech:

[the] processNoun vs. [they] processV

 Sentence Structure:

I saw a man with a telescope

 Word Meaning:

age = época | edad; by = cerca | por

 Pragmatics:

I would like a ticket to Barcelona

http://www.escolar.net/MT/archives/2005/08/los_politicos_n.html
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A look at syntactic parsing



Qui qui pt0cn000 qui pr0cn000

Summary

1. Natural languages can be the object of manipulation by 

computer programs

BUT

• Natural languages do not consist ONLY of a list of rules 

and a lexicon

• Natural languages are mechanisms of transmitting 

meanings and the meaning is slippery slope

2. Linguistic Technologies make our life easier

BUT

• if we want our languages are digitalized, we have to work 

hard to build tools and resources for them


